CIRQUUS VOLTAIRE - Differences on playfield between Prototype, Sample and Production.

KEY:

Features numbered in **Red** represent how the Prototype differs with both the Sample AND Production games.

Features numbered in **Blue** represent how the Prototype differs with Production games only. (The Prototype and Sample games are the same for this feature.)

1. Different plastic: the plastic shows a tower instead of a juggler
2. "Juggler" in blue instead of purple
3. Extra ball letters in white (instead of purple)
4. Extra kit installed after building to prevent the ball to be stuck with pro RM
4b. Missing ring master head: decals on sample and printed on prod also: The word 'Multiball' added to the RM multiball inserts.
5. Different plastic drawing of thunder shape.
6. Missing "Bally Hoo".
7. Volt letters without white.
9. Blue faded instead of a line to respect the original drawing idea that's the playfield itself is a drawing.
   -> This has been abandoned because too complicated to implement on mass production and risk of scrap was important.
10. Metallic bracket to protect the screen display part of a kit implemented after star of production.
11. Prototype mini playfield is different with dark blue and fully filled with blue. It is also a bit smaller than sample/production.
12. Skinny head prototype abandoned for a larger one (Some early sample have it too).
   -> The RM design has been changed because the thinner Ringmaster head, when lowering under playfield during gameplay, would catch the ball and pull the ball down into the cabinet.
13. "Tickle the ringmaster" instead of "defeat the Ringmaster". The Ringmaster was supposed to be friendly at the first phases... that's why...
14. No "SPIN" letters
15. "Acrobat" has yellow insert instead of white and the word 'Ready' was also added to the text.
16. "Juggler" has yellow insert instead of white and the word 'Ready' was also added to the text.
17. Missing thunder sticker on proto on neon ramp
18. Some proto has bumper caps "orange" instead of red.
19. "Visit Ring 3" in the center insert instead of a Ringmaster printed. On sample, there is a sticker in this area but some Proto playfield never had it.
20. "Crank" instead of "spin".
22. Spot marvel insert is different.
23. Volts around balloon not highlighted.

Prototype and sample version of the playfield had the insert in the Menagerie for the eddy sensor which was abandoned for production.